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Art Lande is an accomplished performing musician based out of Boulder,
Colorado. He is well-known as a jazz pianist and free improviser and made a name for
himself as one of the first recording artists with ECM Records. He has toured all over
Europe and the United States as both a band leader and a solo artist. Aside from his
superb musicianship, he is also known as a creative and effective pedagogue.
Funko Moderno is Art Lande’s most recent musical venture and was created with
the intention of forming an entirely new way of playing and writing music. The freedom
of the music coupled with the unique parameters and use of multimedia make the band
stand out as pushing the boundaries of free jazz and musical performance. The musicians
of Funko Moderno play music that is challenging and impressive while developing and
improvising characters as part of the band’s back story. This allows the listener’s
imagination to play an active part in how the music is perceived.
Art Lande’s history as a musician, pedagogue, and band leader is crucial to the
understanding of his latest project. His previous bands like Rubisa Patrol, The Russian
Dragon Band, and Boy-Girl Band were all integral steps towards Lande’s creation of
Funko Moderno. While other musicians like John Zorn, Charles Mingus, and John Cage
have worked on projects with similar qualities to Lande’s project, there are important
differences that make Funko Moderno stand out as unique.
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INTRODUCTION

There are many unsung heroes in the world of jazz. Some jazz musicians manage
to have extensive performing and touring careers. Others touch the lives of many students
by being an integral part of their growth and education. Occasionally some musicians will
leave their mark on the world through their ability to lead other musicians through the
creation of brand new music. It is a rare musician that embodies more than one of these
traits, and Art Lande is one of these musicians.
Despite Lande’s impressive performing history as both a solo artist and a band
leader - his countless compositions, his unique and effective pedagogical techniques, and
his drive to constantly push musical freedom further along - there is surprisingly little
academic recognition for the man. While Lande himself eschews much of the academic
mindset toward jazz music, future students and jazz researchers stand to benefit greatly
from being exposed to Lande’s musical and philosophical approach. There is an everpresent sense of genuineness to his music that comes from a very deep self-awareness
and understanding. This sense of commitment to being true to himself, his fellow
musicians, the audience, the moment, and life in general, is integral to much of Lande’s
music, especially his latest project, the band Funko Moderno.
Funko Moderno encompasses many musical and artistic techniques that Lande
developed throughout his life. Lande’s curiosity, sense of humor, and talent as both a
musician and band leader have culminated in a musical project that is truly unique and
pushes the boundaries of how to play music. Funko Moderno is best understood by
knowing Art Lande’s history, considering his prior successes and experiments as a band
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leader, experiencing Funko Moderno itself, and comparing its unique and special
qualities to other music innovators. Lande is a musician with a beautiful approach to
furthering music and free improvisation, and his project, Funko Moderno is a great
representation of his personal curiosity and creativity.
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CHAPTER 1: BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Culture is an important facet of humanity, involving beliefs, actions, and
motivations. Often culture represents itself through a variety of artistic mediums such as
painting, writing, dance, theater, and music. Art exposes the soul of both the artist and to
understand Art Lande on this level is integral to understanding his music. Lande is an
individual who has embraced the idea of exposing himself to different cultures and has in
turn developed a very unique and aware musical presence. Understanding his history is
an important first step toward learning who he is as both a musician and a person.
Lande was born on February 5, 1947 in New York City. He was immediately
exposed to music, growing up in a family with a father who played jazz piano. Lande
described his father as being a “kind of modified stride, 1930’s style” pianist. Although
his father was not a professional musician when Lande was a child, he still played the
piano often at home and knew many standards of the time. With his father’s professional
music experience, it is no surprise that Lande’s parents were both avid music lovers.
Lande spoke of how his parents would take him to the professional jazz musicians of the
time, such as Dizzy Gillespie, Oscar Peterson and many others. All of this coupled with
the fact that jazz was constantly on the radio meant that Lande had a plethora of jazz
influence starting from very early childhood.1
Hearing the finesse and expertise that Art Lande has when he plays jazz music
might make one assume that jazz was his sole passion. However, this is not quite the
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Art Lande, interview with the author, Boulder, CO, February 21-22, 2018.
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case. Lande did study classical music as a child and mentioned that he was lucky to have
two great teachers in the discipline. His first teacher was named Morton Estrin and Lande
described him as “a little bit of a hard-ass, but he was good.”2 Lande definitely had more
of a connection to his second teacher, Joe Conn. Conn was a family friend who also
played with the NBC Symphony. Lande described Conn as very supportive and focusing
on the beauty of music, having Lande play a lot of Chopin and Bach. The friendly, loving
environment was the opposite of his prior experiences, but inspired him to practice more.
This was a friendship that Lande built through music that was about more than the music.
“It was about the spirit of the music and not just about getting great.”3 Although he had
extreme talent, Lande claims that his interests lay elsewhere and his teachers did not
force him to follow the path of the classical piano virtuoso. Even though Lande might not
consider himself to be a classical pianist, he still has a deep love for the music and will
perform small classical concerts about once a year. These concerts are usually held in his
own studio for small audiences of around 25 people.
Despite being featured with the high school orchestra on pieces like Gershwin’s
Rhapsody in Blue and doing well in the graded competitions while he was in high school,
Lande was much more interested in basketball at the time. Lande still sees himself as
being much more interested in sports than music. He currently referees for basketball
games and has even created a complex card game that is based on baseball. The games
rules follow all the intricacies of a real baseball game, allowing for specific details as
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Danny Meyer, “Art Lande: Music is Just a Language to Talk About Life,”
http://www.thisisamazing.org/blog/2012/11/15/interview-with-art-lande, accessed
September 16, 2018.
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minute as wind speed to have an effect on the outcome. The game has built in popularity
within Lande’s social circle and he has hundreds of people participate in his annual
tournament of the game. He even has multiple filing cabinets that are dedicated to
preserving the history and statistics of the game’s tournaments. This is a prime example
of Lande taking an idea that he is passionate about and following through to make
something meaningful. Whether it is with music, sports, card games, or anything else in
life, Lande finds a way to own what he is doing and be completely true to himself and
others. This genuineness is what makes Lande excel in all of his interests.
When he was developing his musical interest as a child, Lande experienced a lot
of benefits from his parent’s love of music and their musical connections. He always had
access to a plethora of sheet music. His father would bring home the music of Cole Porter
that was popular at the time, as well as other popular music from Broadway shows. He
also was given some old fake books to read through and learn tunes, and even had some
jazz combo based books that were arranged specifically for small groups. He started
playing in larger ensembles as early as seventh grade. Lande played in a school Dixieland
band, big band, and orchestra at this time and ended up joining the musician’s union at
the age of 16 per his father’s request.
While the union was a logical organization for Lande to join with his talent, he
was not as concerned with the money from music gigs as he was with the music itself. He
recalled performing regularly with a black singer in a local lounge with some of his high
school friends. The singer would apparently hire them because they would play for less
money than the professional musicians in the area. Art Lande had to assume a
pseudonym in order to avoid getting fined by the union for playing these gigs and
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performed under the name Art Hunter. This gig continued until the singer was fired for
drinking too much, but they were able to continue performing on the weekends at a club
called the Red Glove in Long Island.
Aside from being guided to professional performance opportunities, Lande also
benefited from people close to his parents. One in particular was the music manager of
WNAW radio station. This man was a close enough family friend that Lande refers to
him as his uncle. He also played piano, and Lande remarked on the stark differences
between him and his father’s playing.4 In addition to adding another type of piano sound
for Lande to listen to, once the radio station was through with any of the jazz records, this
“uncle” would give them to Lande, allowing him to expand his listening experience
drastically. Lande was constantly able to listen to new music of all variety. When
listening to Lande’s music now, it is easy to hear the wide range of styles that he pulls
from. Even though he is extremely adept at playing multiple styles and will occasionally
write a piece that fits within a specific style, Lande does not really like to separate and
categorize music in that manner. To him, it all ebbs and flows together in a natural way
and is a part of him due to the exposure he had growing up.
When Lande graduated from high school, he decided to attend Williams College
in Williamstown, Massachusetts. This college had a very small music program that Lande
did not find impressive. Lande says that while he attended Williams College there may
have been five music majors and none of them were able to perform sufficiently,
especially not as jazz musicians. This presented a bit of a conundrum for Lande at first,
because he had no one that he could play music with the way that he wanted to and with

4
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which he was accustomed. He solved this dilemma by finding musicians outside of the
college around Massachusetts. He formed a small band with some of these musicians that
did gig around the area, but for this time period of his life, he mostly played by himself.
With a new focus on solo playing, Lande learned how to play in completely
different ways. He learned how to compensate for the lack of other musicians on stage
and develop a captivating musical presence with only himself. He would listen to a lot of
Art Blakey and attempt to recreate his pieces for solo piano. “I would play any Blakey
quintet thing by myself and make it sound like the whole band.”5 While Lande’s music
ensemble experience was not very fulfilled at this time, he was able to develop his solo
piano playing tremendously.
I’d just go in this dark room and play in the dark for hours in the night, but
there was nobody. The faculty never heard me play. Only one, the trumpet
guy, who now died . . . He liked that I played jazz and he was into what I
was doing, but nobody else even wanted to hear it.6
Lande described Williams College as having an extremely conservative music
program. This may have led Lande to acquire a bit of distaste for how music is
approached in academic environments. He described an environment where professors
would focus on details that he argued had little do with making music. In one instance, he
recalled receiving a D letter grade on an assignment in Harmony due to a bad looking
manuscript. Lande felt that this focus on presentation should not have ultimately decided
his grade, but rather the content of his writing should hold the most influence on his
evaluation. While it is impossible at this point to hear his professor’s perspective, it is
safe to say that it did not leave a good impression on a young Art Lande who was eager

5
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Lande, interview with the author.
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to learn more about making music. While Lande touts his overall displeasure with the
school’s music program at the time, he still did learn some valuable musical lessons from
the school. He recalls that this is where he started seriously writing music and developed
an interest in 12-tone serialism, which can be heard in much of his music.
The music program at Williams College only added to their conservative image
by being largely against the idea of having jazz music as part of their program. Aside
from the trumpet professor, Lande was not aware of anyone else in the faculty who
thought there was value in this music. With all of the civil issues going on at this time, it
was no surprise that racial issues became an issue as well. Lande recalled that in 1968
there was a day that all of the classes on campus were cancelled because the black
students had taken over the administration building in protest. The only class to ignore
the cancellation was one run by the head of the music program. Lande attended this class
and attempted to explain why the black students were protesting and how the music
program was contributing to their frustration. Lande remembers arguing
You don’t get it, do you? The black students are protesting because you
dismiss jazz in half of a class, that’s all. We never have jazz groups up
here and you don’t know shit about it . . . You don’t understand what’s
happening on this campus . . . Not only do they feel unacknowledged. I
feel unacknowledged.7
Lande was furious at the dismissal of jazz and the dismissal of the black students.
He does believe that he ended up having a positive effect, though. After this discussion,
the head of the music department relented and decided to critically listen to a list of jazz
records recommended by Lande. This resulted in Lande securing the opportunity to book
a jazz concert at the school. This was a big step forward for the school of music and a

7

Lande, interview with the author.
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clear look into the passionate drive that is a major part of Lande’s personality. For this
premier jazz performance at Williams College, Lande booked a highly talented and highprofile group of musicians. The band included Randy Brecker on trumpet, Bennie
Maupin on reeds, John Hicks on piano and Billy Cobham on drums. Lande ended up with
an amazing opportunity to play piano with the group when John Hicks fell ill. This ended
up being a revelation for Lande. “That was the first time I realized . . . all these guys on
my record, I can play with them.”8 This was a major turning point for Lande. With the
affirmation of his jazz piano skills and the confidence that he could keep up with his
musical idols, Lande made the choice to move to San Francisco to pursue his dreams.
There were positive and negative moments through Lande’s experience at
Williams College, but he remained generally positive about it. “College was great, but it
wasn’t about music. I took more philosophy and literature than I did music . . . I learned
about who I was, the world, and what I cared about. [I] watched great films, read great
books, but music I did on my own.”9 Lande once again shows his philosophy on being
genuine. The music program wasn’t what he wanted it to be at Williams College, but he
found other things that he valued to enrich his time there. He also continued to find
musically fulfilling opportunities within himself and outside the school. His time in
Massachusetts was spent broadening his understanding of life and deepening his
awareness of self, which continue to be present in his music.
Lande entered the San Francisco scene in 1969. This was an important
environment change for Lande. Growing up in New York and going to college in

8
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Massachusetts granted him some amazing opportunities, but as a person he was ready for
something different, and something about San Francisco at the time resonated with him
on a fundamental level.
I moved to the Bay area in 1969, the year of love . . . [I could be] the
person that I wanted to be, that I couldn’t be in New York ‘cause it was so
judgmental, money driven and hierarchical . . . We created a culture and a
society that worked for us. Black and white didn’t matter. People blended
together. You fell in love with people all the time. You were kind, and you
were happy, and you were free.”10
This was very fortunate timing for Lande, who had very recently gained the
confidence and assurance that he was able to play top class music. He was now in an area
that completely supported the genuine freedom that he was searching for, that extended
beyond music and into every aspect of his lifestyle.
San Francisco was a vibrant music scene at the time, and Lande fortunately fit in
well. He recalls playing with countless great jazz musicians, mentioning Woody Shaw as
one who stood out. He also had his own band throughout his tenure in San Francisco and
started to grow his identity as a band leader. The first group that Lande led was Quintet
that included Steve Swallow on bass and Eliot Zigmund on drums, starting in 1970.11
With this new leadership role and his reputation building with every new musician that he
played with, Lande’s music profile began to take off.
While many things were going well for Lande at this point, there was some
tragedy when his first wife decided to leave him. He described her realization that while
she loved him greatly, she did not know herself or the world without Lande, and felt that

10
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Lande, interview with the author.
“Art Lande,” accessed March 24, 2018, http://www.artlande.com/index.html.
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she needed to see that as well.12 It was also around this time that his first band started to
break apart. “Two guys in my band moved to New York. Elliot Zigmund went to play
with Bill Evans [and] Steve Swallow to play with Gary Burton and Pat Metheny . . . So
where was my band?”13 The loss of his band and his wife prompted Lande to take a trip
to Europe. This spontaneous decision shaped much of Lande’s future. While Lande was
on his flight, he met a man from Switzerland who ran his own jazz program on National
Swiss Radio. Lande was invited to perform on the show and played a solo concert that
was heard by Manfred Eicher, the producer and founder of ECM Records, who then
approached Lande about recording for his label.
ECM Records was a new label at the time. Lande recorded the third album on the
label, Red Lanta, with Jan Garbarek, a Norwegian reed musician. The only albums
recorded on ECM prior to this were recorded by Chick Corea and Keith Jarrett. Red
Lanta and Lande’s connection to ECM kick started a music presence for Lande in
Europe. At this point, he still considered himself to be unknown outside the small local
circles that he performed with in San Francisco. When Manfred Eicher took an interest in
Lande and brought him into ECM, he set Lande on a path that would include 34 years of
touring Europe and recording five albums with ECM Records over eight years.
Eventually Lande left ECM on less than amenable terms, claiming that “[Eicher] didn’t
like jazz really . . . he didn’t like my carrying on and jokes.”14 Over their eight-year
relationship, Lande would only bring the projects to Eicher that he knew he would like.
One such project was the second album the Lande recorded with ECM featuring a band
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that he formed in San Francisco called Rubisa Patrol. This group ended up recording two
albums with ECM titled Rubisa Patrol and Desert Marauders. At this point, Lande was
spending a lot of time in both San Francisco and Europe. He recalled “that kind of gave
me a double life . . . my local and some travel in the United States, and my Euro world,
which was amazing. [My] bands were put on tour. I’d tour with all these greats.”15
While Lande’s touring career was taking off in Europe, he began to develop
another role as music teacher. In the mid 1970s in San Francisco, Lande started his own
music school after being inspired by a teacher at San Francisco Conservatory named Bill
Mathieu. Mathieu had been Stan Kenton’s arranger before teaching and Lande described
him as being a master of harmony. “Something hit me about the way that this guy taught
and his energy.”16 Lande remembers stopping by the conservatory for no apparent reason
and walking into a class taught by Mathieu already in progress. He observed an
improvisation class that was centered around committing an improvised piece to
something that had happened recently in the life of the performer. After the class, he
immediately formed a relationship with Mathieu and studied with him for six months. In
this time, Lande remembers focusing on things like voice leading, harmony, and
overtones which he claims drastically changed both his playing and his teaching. He also
recalled a lesson in which Mathieu taught him that he needed to listen to more of what he
was playing. Mathieu told him “You’re an amazing jazz player, but you’re only hearing
about a quarter of the music you’re playing.”17 Mathieu then proceeded to work with
Lande on ear training and physical exercises that resonated well with Lande. After six
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months, Mathieu turned Lande loose with the understanding that he had learned
everything that Mathieu could teach him. Lande called Mathieu the most important
teacher he ever had due to these breakthroughs that Lande had with both his playing and
teaching.18
Shortly after his stint with Mathieu, Lande started to run his own school out of his
house. This school started small, but eventually grew to include 120 students and 20
teachers.19 It started with Lande as the sole teacher and focused on his own unique
pedagogical ideas, but as interest grew, expansion was necessary. The interest that was
generated grew quickly and led to a need for set schedules for the classes. People would
pay five dollars per class and continue to come back for more. Lande discovered that he
had a passion and talent for teaching music on his own terms at this time and would
continue to explore this role for years.
Lande’s next opportunity to further his career as a music teacher came at the
request of his second wife. When they had their first child, Aaron, she told Lande that he
needed to have more steady income in order to take care of a family. Without a plan,
Lande took a train up to Portland, Eugene, and Seattle in 1979 to try and find a job with a
teaching institution. “I had a backpack. I had no appointments. I’d just walk in off the
street.”20 Luckily, one of the professors at Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle had
heard of Lande before. After an informal interview in which Lande convinced the
professor that his ability to teach was more important than any formal credentials, they
arranged an agreement to let Lande meet with some of the music students. The next day a

18
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masterclass was set up with a couple hundred students showing up to learn from Lande.
“I taught my little butt off for an hour . . . I played and I taught.”21 The head of the music
school was in attendance at the masterclass and was very impressed with how the
students responded to Lande. He decided immediately to hire Lande and spoke to him
about a possible curriculum. This was another opportunity for Lande to display his
confident eccentricity by demanding the freedom to teach his own classes as opposed to
classes built by the college. After running his own music school in San Francisco, Lande
had a clear idea of what and how he wanted to teach. Ultimately, the head of the music
school conceded and allowed Lande free reign with his curriculum. Lande taught his own
ear training course, free improvisation, and a course called Rituals, which used an
interdisciplinary concept. Students in the class included musicians, dancers, and actors.
This was a great environment for Lande as it allowed him to stretch his pedagogical
creativity while maintaining a steady job to provide for his family.
In typical fashion for Lande, he also formed important musical relationships that
would help shape his future musical path. One musical connection that he made at
Cornish was bassist Gary Peacock. Lande recalled that Peacock had stopped playing the
bass and was playing piano until Lande sat in with him. Lande’s next trio was formed
around the two of them. Lande and Peacock also recorded an album with drummer Eliot
Zigmund called Shift in the Wind that was produced by ECM Records. It was shortly after
this that Lande once again shifted himself and his focus to a new location.
In 1983 Lande found inspiration to move out of the country to Switzerland. This
motivation came after a particular European solo piano tour that consisted of 25 concerts
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in 26 nights. Lande described one night about two thirds of the way through his tour that
he played in a little town in Switzerland with about 100,000 people. “500 people showed
up on a Monday night, and they were completely into it. I played standards, I played free
music, I played my own music. I talked to the audience, I read poems, I did whatever the
fuck I’d do.”22 Everything that he did, the audience responded to, and he was approached
after the performance with a request to come back and perform again. The only night he
had available on the tour was the following Monday and they booked him for it
immediately. Doubtful that he would receive a strong audience just a week later, Lande
was surprised to see another audience of the same size. He became very excited about the
response to his music that just was not present in the United States. When Lande
mentioned that he should move there, he found out there was a jazz school starting - Jazz
School Lausanne - and he was promptly offered a teaching position.
Lande moved his family to Switzerland and remained for four years. This was a
very fulfilling time period for Lande, being in an environment where the appreciation for
his music was much more apparent. He played concerts all over Europe, but eventually
became tired of the daily routine. He began to tire of teaching as well, and started to look
for a solution. He and his wife considered their options, but were not quite sure if they
wanted to move back to San Francisco, or if they wanted to try living in Boulder,
Colorado. Lande was familiar with Boulder from teaching at a summer program he
admired in the city for some time. The decision was made for Lande when he received a
phone call early one morning from Naropa Institute, a Buddhist college in Boulder. The
institute had an interesting offer for Lande, asking him if he would like a part-time
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teaching job. With his growing irritation at being a full-time teacher and missing the
casual lifestyle of the United States, Lande jumped at the opportunity to cut back his
teaching load and focus more on his music in a familiar environment.
Lande moved to Boulder in 1987 and has remained ever since. Over this 30-year
period, Lande has expanded greatly on his role as band leader, forming many unique and
reputable bands despite his focus in life being elsewhere. “The core of my life is to make
dinner for my wife, watch a movie, hang out with my kids, ref basketball, watch a ball
game, write an essay . . .”23 This falls into Lande’s philosophy on the relation of music to
life.
I think it’s important to remember that music is not about music, that it’s
about life. It’s an expression. It’s a form. It’s just like a language, like
Portuguese is a language to talk about life. Music is just a language to talk
about life . . . You must live. Connect with nature, connect with beings,
connect with yourself, connect with the physical, emotional, spiritual, and
the intellectual. If you read a book on philosophy and then play a piece,
it’s different than if you haven’t read the book. If you go and hang out by
a pond and then play a piece, it’s in there.24
Life comes first and music is just a way to express life. Life in Boulder has led
Lande to found the Russian Dragon Band, Boy Girl Band, and his most recent project,
Funko Moderno in order to find new ways to express himself through music. All of
Lande’s projects lean forward to represent Lande’s growth in life and music, so his most
recent project is usually a culmination of every group that has come before.

23
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CHAPTER 2: ART LANDE’S BANDS

During Art Lande’s journey toward his most recent musical project of Funko
Moderno, he had the opportunity to head other major projects that continued to push him
and his music further. It is intriguing to look back and attempt to track the path of his
journey through life in a musical sense. Lande has a clear concept that music has to be
genuine and in the moment. This gives a historic, discerning listener a timeline of
Lande’s development not only as a musician, but as a person.
Lande is an avid music writer and has notebooks filled with thousands of his
original works. Each of the bands that Lande has led credits him with most, if not all of
the music on their albums, despite each band having its own distinct personality. With
that in mind, Lande has a unique perspective on the idea of music composition. When
asked about his compositional process, Lande responded with
I think there are a couple aspects. To me, the music is flowing all the time.
If you start singing, other songs are coming through all the time. I don’t
know who’s they are, whether they’re in your head or they’re flying
through the atmosphere, they’re being sent by Chopin, or by a rhinoceros .
. . I have no idea [laughs.] But if you want to go into the stream, just as
there is air flowing, or thoughts, or anything, there is music playing all the
time and you can access it. Sometimes, we can transcribe that and we can
fix it. Then it can be something we can work with later. So it’s kind of like
canning for the winter. You can actually put it down... freeze it... this
moment of the passing music.25
Lande believes he doesn’t really compose music, he just shares it. The music is
already there, and he is just hearing it and allowing others to hear it. He also recognizes
the influence a musician can have on how that music is presented. Lande’s inspiration
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can come from many different things, but he thinks that as long as he is aware of himself
and his surroundings, then the music is simply something to tap into. He shared:
It’s almost like we’re being delivered charts from the Lord. I’m not sure if
there’s a lord… I don’t even think that I create these songs. I wrote this
tune… it sounds like an Ellington Tune. It was 4:30 in the morning and
Duke was like “Art! I’m dead. Can you write this tune for me?” He didn’t
have hands anymore, but this is too beautiful for me to write.26
Lande has way of capturing a sense of freedom in his writing that allows for the
music to remain genuine in any capacity. It gives the musicians he is playing with a
chance to incorporate their own voice while interacting with other musicians and
collaborating to create a group voice. Much of this freedom is derived from concepts that
become familiar after playing together. Lande explained that most of his bands rehearse
for at least six months before they are ready to perform in public. While he does have
musical ideas written down, he argues that most of his written music isn’t meant to be
taken literally. “There are freedoms. You just have to use your will when you want
something. You have to notice when other people in the band are trying to do
something.”27 While there are freedoms, Lande also mentions the importance of not
getting overly carried away. The music can be free as long as it still makes sense. “The
essence needs to stay. Even if the essence of a novel is about the trials of family life, they
might go to a ball game to show that it’s not one dimensional, but the essence remains.”28
In Lande’s opinion, free improvisation and composition work the same way. He
explains that playing free is simply spontaneous or unplanned composition.29 It just
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becomes important that the musicians involved are very familiar with each other, in order
to be able to understand each other’s goals and be able to work toward common goals.
There are very few rules in Lande’s idea of playing genuine music. The most important
thing to him is that the music needs to be interesting.
It becomes about integrating imagination . . . Curiosity is more
important than competence. We’re all competent anyway . . . I’m always
looking for a balance between the known and the unknown. Otherwise it’s
boring. There’s enough fucking boring music. I want to be excited about
what I’m playing.30
Lande describes himself as a romantic, liking order with a little bit of chaos in
both his life and his music. He like’s beauty with an edge to it, and the freedom to
understand where the music wants to go in any specific moment is of the utmost
importance. He shared his writing process on a piece in progress and spoke of having
issues trying to figure out the exact chords that he wanted over a section. After struggling
to come up with the right double slash chords, he realized that it was too complicated and
strict. It wouldn’t allow for the music to be organic, so he decided to write more
traditional harmonic chords, and whenever he was hearing something outside of that, he
would only notate the bass with no chords to let the musicians play with the idea.31 Lande
explains that his composition process does not include thinking about music theory. It
stems from curiosity about how something will sound. “I tell music composers all the
time, if it doesn’t sound horrible, it’s fine . . . It’s got to be interesting to me. It’s got to
wake me up.”32
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Lande also has a robust sense of humor that is present through everything he does
in life, especially his music. This is part of his personality that is fundamental and
necessary when expressing himself through music. His old teacher, Mathieu even
commented on his writing being filled with humor. “These are all jokes . . . You trick our
ears and then you make it seem like something is happening, but you’re making jokes.”33
It is a special talent that Lande has to be able to mix this humor with deep meaningful
ideas, but he manages it seamlessly. He manages to find all the depth of life or the depth
of a person, and make it come alive through music. He is able to share feelings that are
important to him through his writing as well.
Most of my pieces are dedicated to something. A piece is also an
acknowledgment. [You can] go on a walk in a certain time of year and
then come home and be filled up with that and hear the song of that. You
can just improvise it and let it go away like the walk goes away, or you
can write the poem about it, or write the piece about it. In almost a
devotional way, you’re saying ‘I honor that.’ . . . I can talk about it
through the music or through the poem . . . You can visit that with me
even though you weren’t there.34
This is also true in a broader sense with the bands that Lande has led in the past.
Lande leads bands that have themes and stories that live on through the music.
To create a band is mythical. It’s like a creature. It’s still totally open, but
people get into the band and they get into all that shit, whether it’s
costumes, stories, or tune titles. It’s big fun and these bands last forever . .
. Even when people move away and we can’t play all the time . . . We’re
on the same page with what we’re trying to do.35
One of the first bands that Lande was a leader for was Rubisa Patrol. This group
started in San Francisco in 1974 with Art Lande on piano, Mark Isham on trumpet,
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flugelhorn, and soprano saxophone, Bill Douglass on bass, flute, and bamboo flute, and
Glenn Cronkhite on drums and percussion.36 The overall feel of the group was focused on
open and peaceful jazz improvisation that pulled from classical styles as well. Don
Heckman from the Los Angeles Times attributed this to the time period that the group
was formed. He wrote that “jazz was trying on sounds and styles from numerous other
genres.” He also noted the group’s inherent sense of adventure.37 These musical concepts
gave a very relaxed and open playground for the musicians of Rubisa Patrol and allowed
them to focus on sounds, melodies, and feelings, rather than get caught up in playing
right notes or hard technical passages.
Rubisa Patrol also developed a story that gave a humorous depiction of how the
band saw themselves. The story was inspired by an old movie that Lande had vague
recollections of seeing. He recalled a scene where a blind man would point to various
places and everyone would follow to wherever the blind man was pointing. Lande and
the band expanded the story, making Rubisa a blind leader of desert people, influencing
the band to use a lot of Arabic and middle eastern sounds. Rubisa was meant to portray
the way the Lande felt as the band leader for this group of musicians. “I was the band
leader, but I didn’t really know what I was doing. I would say ‘let’s go this way,’ and
people would be like ‘ok,’ but I’m blind.”38 Lande was surprised that all of the musicians
would follow him anyway.
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The first album the band
recorded was also called Rubisa
Patrol. This was recorded and
released in 1976 under ECM
Records. Lande thought this would
be a good project to bring to Eicher
without a heavy jazz element and the
merging of other musical genres.
Eicher took to the idea very quickly

Figure 1: Rubisa Patrol album cover

and was the producer for the album.
The album cover photo, shown in figure 1, was taken by Franco Fontana39 and featured
an open desert landscape. This fit the band for a variety of reasons. The desert landscape
is a clear reference to the story that the band revolved around as a leader of desert people.
The openness of the landscape and minimalist approach to the photo is a great
representation of the open and peaceful improvisation that was a focal point of the group.
The layout of the album was designed by Sascha Kleis who also took great care to
capture the essence of the group. Art Lande’s name is the only name that comes before
Rubisa Patrol, marking him as the leader of this group, with ECM appearing just above
the horizon, seeming to be off in the distance. This seems to be an indication that Rubisa
Patrol and ECM are separate entities that have found themselves in the same
environment.
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Rubisa Patrol has eight tracks of which Lande is credited with writing four: “Jaimi’s Birthday Song,” “Corinthian Melodies,” “Jaimi’s Birthday Song” (a different
take), and “A Monk in His Simple Room.” Other tracks included “Celestial Guests/Many
Chinas” which is partly a Chinese traditional tune and partly written by Mark Isham, “For
Nancy” also by Isham, “Romany” by Glenn Cronkhite, and “Bulgarian Folk Tune,”
which is a traditional folk tune.
The second album and final album that Rubisa Patrol released was called Desert
Marauders released on ECM Records in 1978. Once again, the album cover reflects an
artistic metaphor for the band, although this photo is attributed to George Gerster and the
layout was designed by Dieter Bonhorst (see figure 2). The open desert landscape
remains to represent the openness of the
group, while parts of the landscape are
arranged to form a heart. Lande thinks
personal relationships are very important
when it comes to making music, and
love for each other is something that the
musicians of Rubisa Patrol most likely
focused on. When Lande was asked
Figure 2: Desert Marauders album cover

about his ability to keep such long
lasting musical relationships, he

responded with
The reason that they are long musical relationships is because they are
long relationships. Because we keep producing life energy: heart, joy,
challenge, truth. It’s a wellspring that never ends. It’s still fun and exciting
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and crazy and beautiful to be together. And when we play music, it has all
that in it.40
Most of the original musicians participated in this recording with the exception of the
drummer. Kurt Wortman replaced Cronkhite for Desert Marauders. There are only five
tracks on this album, but the first track is over 15 minutes long. Isham is credited with
writing “Livre (Near the Sky)” and Lande is credited with writing the other four: “Rubisa
Patrol,” “El Pueblo de Las Vacas Tristes,” “Perelandra,” and “Sansara.”41 Here we start
to see Lande’s sense of humor make its way into the titles of pieces with “El Pueble do
Las Vacas Tristes” translating to “The Village of the Sad Cows.”
The important characteristics to focus on with Rubisa Patrol in regards to Lande’s
ultimate progression to Funk Moderno are the openness of the improvisation and the
mixing of different musical genres. There are two different versions of “Jaimi’s Birthday
Song” (see figure 3) on the album Rubisa Patrol that give a good representation of how
free Lande’s writing is at this point and how different each performance of a piece can
be. Lande’s sheet music for the piece is very sparse, leaving most decisions up to the
musicians in the moment. It looks very similar to a lead sheet and functions in very much
the same way.
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Figure 3:Jaimi’s Birthday Song

First Take

Second Take

There is a major difference in how the two takes are started. In the first take, a
freely improvised introduction explores long sounds and different harmonies
between Lande on piano and Douglass on flute. The second take starts right at the top of
the piece with Douglass playing the melody almost verbatim. This again is different from
the first take. When Douglass plays the melody in the first take 41 seconds in, he takes
more liberties. In m. 5 he jumps up an octave, returning to the original register at the
second note of m. 6.
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In both takes, Lande dictates what the texture of the first solo section will be,
leading by example. In the first take he takes a more playful approach and instigates a
dual solo between himself and Douglass starting at 1 minute and 15 seconds. Lande and
Douglass explore some ideas and together agree that they have arrived at m. 9 by
returning to the written melodic fragment. In the second take, Lande provides a melodic
glissando that Douglass uses at the end of the melody and runs with the idea, sequencing
it and using it in disjunct time, creating an uneasy accompaniment behind Douglass’s
improvised solo. In the first take, Lande plays a piano solo after Douglass drops out at 1
minute and 49 seconds until Douglass rejoins at 2 minutes and 18 seconds for a new dual
exploration. Here, Lande and Douglass both start experimenting with repeated rhythmic
and harmonic fragments, creating an ostinato feel. Lande gradually gets more staccato
with his rhythms and Douglass follows along with the idea at 2 minutes and 32 seconds.
These short notes are also characterized by large leaps that seem to be exploring what
consonances and dissonances will line up. This settles back into the longer sustained
notes and harmonies as the short and fast rhythmic energy returns to the slow, legato,
beautiful feel. Lande is left to start the melody without Douglass at 3 minutes and 3
seconds after a brief window, clearly showing that he is leading and Douglass is waiting
to see where he wants to go next. Douglass joins the melody by m. 7 and they come
together to an open and beautiful ending at 3 minutes and 36 seconds.
In the second take, Lande and Douglass come to the short notes with large leaps
sooner at about 46 seconds into the piece, but they seem to be approaching it with more
assertiveness. Lande also revisits a sequencing idea at 1 minute and 5 seconds by taking
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the melodic idea from m. 9 and using it as a sequence and a jumping off point for other
melodic ideas. Lande takes advantage of being a solo player here to add more silence to
the texture until all sound briefly disappears, giving him a clean starting point for a new
texture. Lande then sets up a paring of short notes with large leaps against long melodic
notes both played on the piano. He turns this into the melody and plays through the chart.
Douglass takes up the melody once he finishes and the two musicians play through the
form one more time, adding musical liberties as they see fit until they arrive once more at
an open and beautiful ending.
Both takes revolve around short textural ideas that change to spark interest. The
ability to follow each other spontaneously is impressive, but Lande is the clear
leader in the piece. Douglass also seems to play it safe whenever he feels there is a
change coming by waiting for Lande to play something first. This speaks to the band’s
story of a blind leader. These musicians trust Lande to lead them, but they want to see
where he will take them first, and the style of the improvisation allows them all to breathe
and slowly explore new textures.
“Corinthian Melodies” (see figures 4 and 5) is another piece that highlights the
open texture of Rubisa Patrol. The piece on the album starts out with a lone bass line
playing from the top of the sheet music, played by Douglass. Immediately the piece feels
open, and this is driven home by a repeat of the first eight measures that gradually add
texture from Lande on the piano and Cronkhite on drums and percussion. Cronkhite’s
avoidance of straight time and focus on filling small holes with percussive sounds and
wind chimes does wonders for creating a spacious playground. His freedom to choose
when and what he plays also brings forth many interesting textural changes spurred by
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the soloists. When Lande takes a solo at 1 minute and 45 seconds, there is very little
percussive movement, allowing Lande and Douglass to almost share an improvised duet
and explore more classical rhythms. Cronkhite also draws from Isham’s bebop lines to
explore more of a post-bop sound during parts of Isham’s solo at 4 minutes and 19
seconds.
The form of “Corinthian Melodies” is much clearer to the listener than “Jaimi’s
Birthday Song.” Rubisa Patrol sticks to the tried and true formula of head, solos, head,
while focusing more on ambience than anything else. After the introduction is set up,
Isham plays through the melody following the sheet music very clearly. Both times the
melody is played, Lande echoes Isham’s first statement at the second eight measures. The
fact that this echo isn’t written leads one to believe that it was what Lande was hearing at
this particular recording session, but was not something that he felt was integral to the
melody. Isham chooses to be much looser with the melody and much more liberal with
adding liberties to the melody at letter C on both iterations of the head. The melody also
does very little at letter D, allowing the musicians to cleanse the ear’s palate before the
soloist decides how they want to play.
During the solos, Douglass often keeps the form clear by playing little more than
Gb at letter B, and making sure that he plays the written bass line for at least a measure at
D to recreate the feel at the start of the piece. Douglass opens a lot of harmonic freedom
up for the soloists at letters B and C by sticking to the roots and letting the soloist explore
the sound of Gb and F respectively however they wish before reacting. This creates
interesting differences between Lande’s and Isham’s solos before coming back to the
head. Once the group reaches the coda, the musicians start to fade out until it is only
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Douglass playing the last note, leaving the listener with the same open feeling that was
created at the start of the piece. Rubisa Patrol used this piece to show off the unique
soundscape and improvisatory playground - characteristics for which the group is known.
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Figure 4:Corinthian Melodies page 1
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Figure 5: Corinthian Melodies page 2
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Lande formed the Russian Dragon Band in 1988. Its musicians were not limited to
specific roles, but featured musicians Mark Miller on saxophones and flute; Bruce
Williamson on saxophones, clarinets, flute, and piano; Shane Endsley on trumpet and
drums; Khabu Doug Young on guitar and ukulele; Dwight Kilian on bass and tuba; and
Art Lande on drums, piano, and melodica. Not only did this band expand on Rubisa
Patrol’s use of space and open-ended improvisation, but it started to incorporate some of
Lande’s other quirks and traits as a performer. Interdisciplinary arts were an integral
feature for this band, bringing poetry and theatrics to the performances. The band also
was able to include areas with rich orchestral texture due to the versatility of the
musicians involved.
Most importantly, though, the band was formed out of a curiosity to learn how to
play with a flexibility of pulse.42 Its members wanted to learn how to stretch time against
each other. Individuals would experiment rushing or dragging against another steady
tempo to see what that would sound like. This is also how the band was named: rushin’
and draggin’ became Russian Dragon. This in turn led to the band’s story based music
involving the dragon chronicles and other dragon related ideas.43
There were three albums that the Russian Dragon Band recorded between the
years of 1989 and 1998, and they were featured on Rob Foster’s album How’s That in
2003. The first album released was When Kentucky was Indiana (see figure 6) and was
part of the Synergy label. This particular album involved Williamson, Young, Lande, and
Killian as the Russian Dragon Band. Lande’s sense of humor started to have a much more
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active presence in this band, and the band members would also contribute to the zany
storytelling style. Much of the music started to include inside jokes. The very name of
this album is an inside joke that the band shared. Lande explained that the band had been
driving through Kentucky until they drove
past a welcome to Kentucky sign. It was
at that moment that they realized they had
been in southern Indiana the whole time,
all while talking to each other about how
pretty that part of Kentucky was. Word
play and grammar play also started to
become a staple of the group. The first
Figure 6:When Kentucky Was Indiana album cover

track on the album, “Twas’ a Dark and

Stormy Night,” features a comma at the wrong end of a word. The other tunes on the
album include “Tai-Po Encounters Marines,” “Montgomery’s Bitextural Peppermints,”
“Violets Imploding,” “An Old Guy Prays,” “End of Maybe,” “Lorez,” “Sad But True,”
“Black Ice,” and “In the Shade.” Most of these tune titles invoke silly and inane images
that are a product of the Russian Dragon Band fabricating funny stories to fit the concept
of their band. The album cover is even in on the sense of humor, being a crudely crayon
drawn picture featuring a stick figure band on a highway.
The band’s second album, also released by Synergy, featured the music of Khabu
Doug Young and was built around one well-conceived story. This album was called The
Book of Bhu (see figure 7) and the story is told in a manner that sounds like it mimics a
religious text. The album is split up into four chapters: “Desire,” “The Dream,”
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“Childhood,” and “Kilkhabart Sharkson’s Excellent Adventure or I Can’t Believe Grown
Men Actually Play This Way.” Each chapter also features its own story like text in the
liner notes and the titles of the tune are taken from these stories. This type of commitment
to a zany back story is an aspect of Lande’s genuine humor and passion that continues to
play a role in his future ensembles.
The text for Chapter 1 states:
I recognize my devotion to the
Ghoddess. Pure shape – sphere,
pyramid, cube, Molecular
minerals become oranges,
Yearning banana creates ape.
What, then, inside the ape longs to
become man? Is he scared? Bhu!
The squishy contemplates
mhineral-vhegetable-ahnimal. The
squishy thinks that it knows. Each
squishy thinks that it’s the whole.
Observe the squishy. What, then,
inside each man desires union? So
we sing (…and dance… and
bhumble.)”44
The familiar purposeful misspellings

Figure 7:The Book of Bhu album cover

only add to the feeling of this being a
world that is not quite the same as the real world.
The second chapter continues with:
I’m swimming in a cool, dark pond. Every movement in the water elicits
analogous melodies and harmonies from a celestial choir. The breath of
the angels infuses the atmosphere with a sweet ambrosia. I become
delirious and intoxicated. Almost sickened, I swoon. I begin to realize that
from the nether mouths are coming putrid aromas and vile nectars.
Desperately, I tune in my radio to find out who won. I dial in the NonPracticing-Religion station (NPR). An insipid voice hawks a new product44
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Bhusickles. “Try Bhusickles today! Each flavor provides a unique blend
of the best and the worst. Each pop is fortified with 331/3 mg of
HUMAPERSPTM to help you maintain your humorous perspective.
Remember… if you can’t chew it, you can’t drink it!” The song Old
MacBhugalu Had Some Ducks jingles through the tiny speaker. Only,
thanks to SynaesthiaSoundTM, I also watch the video- set in Antarcica; two
ducks and a walrus dance in a chorus line as a bear and a coyote alternate
circus tricks with one another. The scene cuts to a sheik, high-tech club.
Dressed in all black, two slick twenty-something’s don virtual reality
helmets for a hyper speed showdown. They each take a Nukeyular PopTart for maximum vitality. And yet another infomercial. Sated, I switch
off the transistor. A static flash catapults me back through time. I’m
standing before Xibalba- the Mayan Lord of the Dead. He beckons me to
play the Ancient Ball Game. “Are you ready to die to all that you thought
you were?
In this chapter we see even more evidence of zany humor. There are strange pop culture
references like NPR becoming “Non-Practicing-Religion” radio, or the song “Old
MacDonald Had a Farm” becoming “Ole MacBhugalu Had Some Ducks.”45 The text of
this chapter also jumps quickly from concept to concept in order to portray the actual idea
of a dream state.
The next part of the story represents childhood with:
October 31, 1972; Midland, TX I was five years old and it was 4:00PM.
Already in my chaps and spurs, I was ready to go “trick-or-treat”. From
the next room my mom called ou, “Cow-Bhu-u, it’s Puddin’ Time!” Ma
had scared up some powerful creamy grub. I squished the chocolate
gelatin between my gums as I rambunctiously chortled. “Douglas Carter!
You stop making those Bhad, Ahwful, Nhoises right now! Or go to your
room and practice your ukulele- if you’re gonna carry on like that!” I went
to my room and practiced. And practiced. And practiced. I consorted with
wicked ghoblins, ghouls, horned bheasts, and phairy princesses. After the
tricks and treats our posse of urchins made tracks for the local graveyard
to “stirrup” some trouble. Shinin’ our flashlights, we ascertained the dual
crypt of Sam Houston an’ Lightnin’ Hopkins. Millard, standing brazenly
on the grave, delivered a eulogy. “Is this the grave of one who has died
before he has died? Or is this one who has cramped with pain?” In a
lightnin’ flash Hybrid-Sam-Hopkins materialized from his tomb and
looked little Bhu straight in the eye (that would be me) and said, “Pluck
45
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me… a tune… and if you can uncramp my pain… then, in sixteen years…
I’ll deliver you a pet Russian Dragon.”46
In this chapter, the character of Bhu is confirmed for the first time. It also starts to
become apparent how much thought and detail is put into creating the story for the band
and the music. Characters are built and actually have some depth. Stories are tied together
with a mention of a pet Russian Dragon.
The saga ends with the fourth chapter, which has an alternate title that breaks the
fourth wall and pokes fun at the musicians in the band, calling them out for being grown
men who play music like this. The story ends with:
“Where am I?” says Bhu. “I’m Sinking. Floating down, past tree roots,
spongy phrestomones, chamoichnids. Way down, down under- where no
one can see me. I land on the tawny bottom and wink myself into a new
consciousness. I find myself in the midst of a parade. It’s the Carnivale
Duh Stupido – marching pink flamingos with funny grasshopper heads,
link sausages with little cymbals, baby teacups playing two nose flutes,
Cornish game hens in polyester pajamas, a piano bar closing for the night.
A talented, promising octopus picks up a sax, trumpet, guitar, bass, and
drum sticks and plays some outside the country store. An Australian
elevator operator presses the up button and I rise until I reach Ololiuqui, a
peaceful valley where the inhabitants are nourished by the seeds of the
morning glory. The sun is rising over the hills, a beautiful morning, the
dawn of a fresh time where my squishy is calm, my limbs stretch, and my
heart pit-pats sweetly. I find a seat on a mossy rock, inflate my old uke
and pick out a sprightly, sparkly new tune. I’ve had a strange visit… pretty
nice… just enough spice.
Once again, the odd humor jumps out of the writing. In dealing with death, the most
serious topic of the story, the title of the chapter is the most lighthearted on the album.
Despite the plethora of comedy, the feeling of genuineness still exists with the story,
which reflects well with Lande’s ability to incorporate both comedy and genuine feeling
into his music simultaneously.
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The last album of the Russian Dragon Band is independently released under the
name Kilkhabart Music and ironically has the oldest recordings of the band. The Russian
Dragon Band: The Early Years is made up of recordings from 1989 and 1992. Lande is
attributed with writing five of the eight tunes on the album including: “Timbale,”
“Quistland Marur,” “Flash in the Pan,” “Atta Boy Jimmy Joe,” and “Chixun Bay.” The
other three tunes, “Numb But Happy,” “Slow ‘n’ Bluesy,” and “¼ Bash” were written by
Young.
“Chixun Bay” (see figures 8-12) was one of the earliest pieces that Lande wrote
for the Russian Dragon Band. In this piece we can hear some of the defining
characteristics of the band while the band was still working on polishing their techniques.
The title of this tune already reflects the inside joke humor that saturated the band’s
works. Lande explained that at performances he “told people it was a place in Canada.
It’s really because there were so many pages that [the band] thought they should have
chicks in bathing suits to turn the pages.”47 Other than the humorous title, this piece also
captured a bit of the band trying to stretch time against each other. The band starts
together with everybody playing in time with each other. Then Young’s guitar starts to
stretch the time back slightly in mm. 11-12 (starting on the Ab five staves up from the
bottom of the first page.) Having created this subtle tension, Young jumps back into time
with the group, leaving the listener to wonder if it actually happened. The larger
orchestral texture is also prevalent throughout this piece, with Lande having written
independent staves and exercising his counterpoint by having all three lines contain
melodic ideas that can work together or on their own.
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“Vezanchia Modou” is another tune that Lande wrote for the Russian Dragon
Band that was recorded on Rob Foster’s album How’s That. This piece showcases
Lande’s curiosity with what might happen when he tweaks the rules behind musical form.
The name of the piece means “things shrink” in the made-up folklore of the Russian
Dragon Band. This is a play that gives a hint to the form of the piece. The form starts
with a seven-bar section that is followed by a six-bar section, five-bar section, four-bar
section, three-bar section, two-bar section, and finally a one-bar section. Then the form
repeats back to the top. While this provides an extreme challenge for any improvisation,
it largely works due to the connection the function of the piece has with the band’s story.
The musicians are genuinely into the idea of the band and can make these quirks work.
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Figure 8:Chixun Bay page 1
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Figure 9:Chixun Bay page 2
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Figure 10:Chixun Bay page 3
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Figure 11:Chixun Bay page 4
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Figure 12:Chixun Bay page 5
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Figure 13:Vezanchia Modou page 1
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Figure 14: Vezanchia Modou page 2
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Figure 15:Vezanchia Modou page 3
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In 2002, Lande started a new group that focused more on free improvisation. This
band is called Boy Girl Band, and met with the purpose of collaborative music making.
Lande explained the idea behind the band’s formation with “The idea of the band was to
get two men and two women who play music really well, who come from really different
points of view in music… and just sit in a room two hours a week and see what music we
make.”48 There is no written music for this group. Tunes are not chosen or discussed, but
simply come from the free improvisation in the moment. Lande calls the process
“improvised composition,” and he focuses on improvising form by finding clear starting
and stopping points to sections. Every performance is completely improvised and there is
a very esoteric feel to the group. Lande once again centers on the idea of genuineness in
music: “We try to blend male and female energies… and just play whatever comes in
[our] head. The things we work on are about just the flow of the energy, making sure
everybody tells their story in the music.”49
Lande shared how the band would meet weekly to work on the collaborative
music making process. There are always four choices that a musician has when playing
free improvisation in a collaborative manner. They can play exactly what they hear
another musician playing, they can play something that compliments what they hear
another musician playing, they can play something that purposely clashes with what they
hear another musician playing, or they can simply mind their own business. To fully
understand the last option, Lande explained it as:
That means I have a musical idea that I want to do; I hear what they’re
doing, but I don’t really care… It’s like if you were painting the wall and I
come in and I’m going to have breakfast. We notice that you’re painting
48
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the wall and I’m having breakfast, but we don’t influence each other.
You’re not painting the wall because I’m eating, and you’re not painting
the wall faster because I’m eating faster. You’re just painting the wall, and
I’m eating, and this is rare in music. It takes a lot of discipline. You might
say ‘Why would anyone want to do that?’ Well, it reflects real life. I like
that. It’s kind of comforting. He’s painting the wall. I’m eating. Then
maybe after a certain point, we’ll come together and we’ll do something
together. We’ll watch TV.50
Boy Girl Band recorded three albums. Since the group does not have tunes in
mind when they begin to play, they let their improvisation create tunes. After they are
done recording, they will select the tunes that have been created out of their collaboration
and come up with titles and stories to fit the music. Their first album was recorded in
2003 and released in 2004. This album was called Drop Your Leotards! (see figure 16)
and was released on Synergy. The
musicians for this album were Jayn
Pettingill on saxophone, Doug Anderson
on bass and accordion, Emily Takahashi
on piano, and Art Lande on drums and
piano. Musicians in Boy Girl Band were
not limited to their own instruments. At
any time, anyone could pick up another
Figure 16:Drop Your Leotards! album cover

instrument to play, or they could read

poetry, or anything else that came into their mind.51
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The next album was an independent release recorded in 2008 and released in
2009. This album was called Down the Corridor (Chronicle of a Life) (see figure 17) and
involves the story of an entire lifespan. The story was created after they played the music,
but it speaks to the creativity of the group
in more aspects than just music. The
chronicle moves from the moment the
character Aufreiden’s parents meet,
through his birth, youth and education,
adulthood and maturity, old age, death,
and beyond. The musicians on this album
were Art Lande on drums and melodica,
Clare Church on woodwinds, Ken

Figure 17:Down the Corridor album cover

Bernstein on guitar and bass, and Emily Takahashi on piano.
The final album of Boy Girl Band is called Mindbender (A Story in 21 Chapters)
This album was recorded in 2015 and released in 2016. The band grew in size for this
album and included Mark Miller on saxophones, flutes, and voice, Emily Takahashi on
piano, Ken Bernstein on guitar and bass, Anisha Rush on alto sax and clarinet, Holly
Amendon on bass trombone and shofar, and Art Lande on drums, piano, melodica,
harmonica, and voice. Lande was inspired to further the storytelling of one of the tunes
on this album and featured a diary entry from one of the characters in the liner notes.
There is a tune called “Cowboy Bob and Joleen” on the album and the following is
Lande’s journal entry from Cowboy Bob.
I was spending a solitary evening at home in my desert adobe. I stepped
outside to see. I saw some unusual lights in the darkness. I tried to
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ascertain if they were sanctions or motivations. I was soon visited by
assorted flavors and aromas, sudden and intense. I tried to escape them
only to be thwarted by random thoughts. Then an affirmation appeared in
the form of Cowboy Bob & Joleen. They were singing to me. Memories I
thought were lost became accessible. My brain waves wove outward into
the desert and elicited an aboriginal response, a call. Was I just spinning a
tall tale? Were these merely digestive phenomena? By passing superficial
complaints, I persevered until a frantic instance in my nerves came forth.
Was this an actual communication with an entity? I felt some confused
pain which eventually pointed toward insight. I looked into the glowing
embers of my evening campfire. Their orange light ventured out to a
receptor waiting in the dark across quickly passing landscapes. Through
shifting clouds of other lost memories, mhy mind bent. Strange lights.
Cowboy Bob.”52
This is a clear example of Lande letting the music inspire a back story instead of the other
way around, like he had done in his previous bands.
While there was no written music for any of these albums, Lande is still credited
with the compositions. It is important to understand that Lande sees this collaborative
playing as a type of spontaneous composition. While he might not think that he deserves
the credit, there is a reason that he is recognized as the leader of the band. Lande’s self
and group awareness make him very adept at hearing when the music needs to change
and helping to guide the other musicians to that same awareness. His very role as guide
and leader attributes some of the role of composer on him in this environment, and the
rest is attributed by the creation of the stories behind the music. To Lande, music is not
just about music. The stories have become an important aspect. Without that reference,
the music does not mean the same thing. Lande transcends the traditional role of
composer by letting the improvised music inspire the stories, finding creative ways to
create and shape the musical experience.
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CHAPTER 3: FUNKO MODERNO
Art Lande spent a lifetime expressing life through music and pushing the
boundaries of how he understood music. Through his own bands like Rubisa Patrol, the
Russian Dragon Band, and Boy Girl Band, he explored many different musical concepts
that intrigued him. In a sense, he is a scientist experimenting with music. His most recent
project is another such experiment that Lande has been building up to for a long time.
Funko Moderno is Lande’s attempt at creating a new way to play music.53
Lande holds a lot of excitement for this project and remarked on the oddity of
how the music works. “I think of all the things I’ve done in terms of composition, the
highest and lowest thing is creating these forms of anthems and regular Funko music.”54
Lande drew on many of the characteristics and qualities that he had developed in his
previous bands to be integral to the Funko Moderno spirit. This is strongly story based
music with a lot of media and theatre.
The people that make up Funko Moderno include an eclectic group of musicians
from the Boulder area that came together to help bring Lande’s project to life in 2011.
The trumpet players in the group were John Lake, Noah Fulton-Beale, and Tom
Gershwin. John Lake was an original member of the group, but has since moved to New
York and is not featured on the only album so far, The Music of Italavia. The
saxophonists of Funko Moderno include Mirco Altenbach, Sam Williams, Otto Lee, Carl
Schultz, and Danny Meyer. Meyer was an original member of the group as well, but
neither he nor Schultz were featured on the album. Matt Flaherty is the group’s only
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guitar player, and Otis Lande (Art Lande’s son,) is the only bass guitarist. The pianists
include Stephen Thurston, Sam Yulsman, and Andrew Moorhead. Moorhead was an
original member of the group, but he and Yulsman were also not featured on the album.
Lastly, Art Lande is the drummer and melodica player for Funko Moderno.55
The band is self-described as having “odd, funky rhythms and jazzy or dorky
melodies.”56 Having a sense of humor and a sense of musical adventure are a necessity
for this group. Genuine character improvisation is constantly prevalent in addition to
musical improvisation. Lande has been a free improvisation advocate for a very long
time, and his new project has many free aspects. The musicians have to be willing and
ready to follow the same guidelines that governed Boy Girl Band and their genuine
approach to collaborative music. Everyone has the power to make musical choices in
Funko Moderno, but everyone is also responsible for noticing what the other musicians
are doing. The most important guideline is that the choices feel genuine.
While Funko Moderno can be seen as a largely free improvisatory group, there is
a major difference with the music Lande writes. In this group, the accompaniment is
completely written out. The freedom comes from what the musicians choose to do with
that music. They even have the option of ignoring it. Any choice is expected to be
followed through, and all of the musicians in the group are fully invested in the
quirkiness of the music and the story that allows these performers to stretch themselves in
a creative manner.
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Funko Moderno plays the music of the fictitious country, Italavia. Each tune that
the group plays is about an aspect of the culture in this imaginary place. Each tune also
includes lyrics to help portray the culture of Italavia. Italavian folklore is an essential
aspect of the music of Funko Moderno
and much of the folklore is tongue-incheek humor that needs to be accepted
at face value. The comedy aspect of the
storytelling is reminiscent of Douglas
Adams or Monty Python. There are
many seemingly small aspects of

Figure 18: Funko Moderno

Italavian culture that the band latches on to and portrays to the audience throughout
performances. For example, the size of the country of Italavia is smaller than the postage
stamp that commemorates it. The country is cramped, and yet spacious simultaneously.57
The Bringe family, which is the first and only family in Italavia, has its quirks as well.58
Italavians like to wear colorful clothes (see figure 19) and their love of clothes leads to a
need for laundromats in every public building. These laundromats are filled with fragrant
herbs and spices to clean the clothes. Italavians also eat tubers and chipe59 as a traditional
breakfast. Their creativity and modern feel is attributed to the fact that they all have nineday amnesia. None of them can remember anything past nine days.60
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Not only do the Italavians share these eccentric traits, they also have some odd
customs. There is an Italavian word, ojbagorkplung, which means something different
every nine days. Historically it is known to mean either “Happy Easter” or “you need to
relax.” Whenever someone shares a sad story about themselves, Italavians will stare in
uncomfortable silence for a few seconds before bursting into laughter. They celebrate a
holiday called Masktoyween that has some similarities to Halloween. It is described as
being “a scary holiday. Wear the mask of someone famous. There are noisy stupid toys
and cannibalism is ok.”61 Extabula is something experienced by relaxing in a hot tub
filled with goat milk broth. This hot tub is called quetzflipoodlah. Thespedrif is a magic
carpet ride that allows a rider to experience happiness from meditation and from dental
bliss. At the age of 10, girls take a one year sabbatical from school to drive one-passenger
taxi cabs called taxus. They are paid with potatoes and the phone number to reach the
service is 121212123. Girls at 17 years old are kept in a tower for a year and guarded
from men in a ritual called Gargum-Theelok. There is also an animal or entity that is
always late in Italavia and usually hiding under the porch. His name is Jufnitz. The album
artwork for The Music of Italavia gives tribute to many of these cultural references (see
figure 19.) The album cover features a tower with a 17-year-old girl in the window, the
flying carpet from thespedrif, a laundry basket full of colorful clothes, and Jufnitz hiding
behind a chair.
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There are also anthems of
Italavia that describe particular stories
or aspects of Italavian culture in more
detail through music and lyrics. The
anthem of “Reinholdt Flieber” is told as
“Praise be he. We praise and remember
him. Liberated the parasites. He freed
Figure 19: The Music of Italavia album cover

the microbes. He knew science. He

knew music. He knew some jokes. He discombobulated the germs. Fled us all, but he
died anyway.”62 Another anthem is of “Ootvotviglsmetz,” which is “the hair tonic you
put on pets, not on people. For dogs and cats, for goats and rats, for lambs and bats.
Animals look so bitchin’. Yes, they do. Don’t put it on kids, they’ll get laughed at. Ha ha
ho, ha ha. Goo, put on pets, not on you, ‘cause that’s not cool!”63 There is even an
“Anthem for Trees,” because trees have a very different function in Italavia. “Plant them
for money, or household objects. Blue seeds sprout into trees. They are beautiful. Oh,
vegetables will grow on trees, but fruit you get in grocery stores.”64 There is a common
theme of misdirection in the lyrics that brings a strong comedic effect to the anthems.
Reinholdt Flieber is praised for science and music before he is praised for jokes in the
same breath. Trees grow money or everyday objects in addition to vegetables, but fruit,
the one thing that is supposed to grow on trees, naturally is a product that can only be
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obtained from a store. These fun quirks give a very interesting personality to the music,
and the musicians on stage.
The backstory of Funko Moderno is certainly silly, but it is the commitment to the
story that all of the musicians have that makes it work. This made-up history becomes
more real every time the music is played or the story is told. The musicians are all
genuine with their performance of both the music and the characters of Italavia. The two
are intertwined, and neither would work as well without the other. The bizarre story of
Italavia needs the zany, but complex and intense music played by phenomenal musicians
to give it validation. The music, in turn, hinges upon the story to make the music
something deeper and more accessible to both the listener and the performer. It creates
understanding for the listener and creates inspiration for the musicians.
There are two types of tunes that Lande writes for Funko Moderno. He breaks
them into the categories of anthems and regular Funko tunes. The anthems are pieces that
correlate to the written anthems like “Reinholdt Flieber” and “Ootvotviglsmetz.” These
pieces are more through-composed than their counterparts and the charts essentially read
from top to bottom. While some musical improvisation can still exist, there is much less
of it than in the regular Funko tunes. However, there is much more freedom for character
improvisation. This is due to the heightened focus on cultural storytelling with these
pieces and less complexity involved with performing the music of the piece. While he
was creating stories as far back as with Rubisa Patrol, the idea did not become anywhere
near an equal component as the music until the Russian Dragon Band. Lande then honed
his storytelling skills by making stories to go along with the free improvisation with Boy
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Girl Band, and finally reaches a point with Funko Moderno where the cultural backstory
can be argued to be more important than the music in some of the pieces.
The regular Funko pieces are a much more accurate representation of what Lande
wanted to accomplish when he set out to create a new way to play music. The pieces still
draw their inspiration from the rich culture that Lande and his bandmates have created,
but each piece is about a specific cultural reference. These pieces are not telling stories as
much as they are representing a facet of the culture. While “Anthem for Trees” literally
tells the listener everything they might need to know about the function and value of trees
in Italavia, the piece “Echetegmotaxu 121212123” represents the strange cultural idea of
having 10-year-old girls take a year off of school to drive single passenger-taxi cabs.
The music is written and read in a completely unique manner. There are set
musical ideas written on the page that are to be used as the accompaniment. While the
original ideas do dictate which instrument a line is intended for, any musical idea on the
page can be played by any musician at any time and any tempo. The musicians in Funko
Moderno are not simply improvising as soloists, but they are also improvising musical
form together as a group. Even though the accompaniment’s ideas are all written down
on a piece of paper, this doesn’t limit the freedom and creativity that Lande’s groups have
become known for. Lande had been increasing the level of free improvisation in his
bands until the Boy Girl Band, which was completely free improvisation. With Funko
Moderno, he added one piece of structure, which allows the boundaries of everything else
to be pushed further. Musicians are able to play at completely different tempos and are
eager to explore how far that can be taken. This concept of counter-tempos was first
explored by Lande with the Russian Dragon band, but has evolved in Funko Moderno to
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include polytempo. In the Russian Dragon Band, musicians started in the same tempo,
and members of the group would stretch away from that tempo before returning. While
this is something that the musicians of Funko Moderno explore as well, they also explore
the idea of living in multiple different tempos. There is not always a rejoining of the band
to one tempo, and as a result, two different tempos can start to sound normal in this
music.
As always with Lande’s music, the rules are not absolute either. The musicians
always have the freedom to make a change if they are feeling it in the moment, but for
the most part, the musicians are curious to see what can be done with the tools that have
been handed to them. Performing this kind of music takes an enormous amount of
concentration. Musicians need to be able to play with and against each other
simultaneously while being fully aware of what every other musician is doing. Then the
musicians need to collaborate on shifts in the form. Lande refers to these moments as
release points, and in some of the regular Funko tunes, he marks an R on suggested areas
that can make good release points. These moments come when the band collectively
agrees that it’s time to change something in the music, moving the piece to the next part
of the form. While many jazz musicians are used to improvising over a form that stays
the same, these regular Funko pieces will never have the same form. They will include
some of the same vocabulary and stylistic techniques, but they completely flip what an
improvising musician is used to holding on to. Forget finding new melodic, harmonic,
and rhythmic ways to make a form sound interesting, but find new ways to use set
melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic ideas to create different forms. This also forces a
listener to latch onto different aspects of music than they might be used to. It becomes
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very interesting to pick out how one musician is stubbornly clashing with another
musician, or how two musicians can set up a new texture or soundscape for another
musician to explore. The overall vibe of the pieces can seem like chaos, yet with a
stubborn underlying sense of direction. It is reminiscent of the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party,
where on the surface it seems like there is pure cacophony and madness abounding, but
everyone involved in the party seems to know what will come next. Lande explained the
function of this music as:
Everything works with everything, so the way I had to write it was, I had
to test everything with everything, at every speed, until everything sounds
cool to me. It sounds like good and bad at the same time . . . Everything
works, so therefore people can play their part over any part . . . Everybody
learns all the parts. We usually have no plan at all. People just start
playing whatever they want. They usually start with their own part, but
sometimes they’ll start with the piano/guitar part as the beginning. Then
[they] can split off and we always do it. We never remember what we led
off with last time.65
Musicians will often pair up in this music in order to solidify choices and create a
stronger tension and release. This only adds to the complexity though, as musicians can
change partners on a whim. At one point the two trumpets might be playing the third
saxophone idea on the page, and almost in the next instant one of the trumpets might be
exploring a drum part with the guitarist while the rest of the band slows one of the
melodic ideas down to a dirge-like feel. The possibilities and opportunities of this music
are quite endless and introduce a musical playground that seems to have no barriers.
The recording of “Echetegmataxu 121212123” from the album has many core
Funko Moderno techniques. The piece references the idea of 10-year-old girls driving
taxi cabs called taxus. The “121212123” is the phone number that one must call to order
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the taxu service. Lande also uses this as the first rhythmic idea at the top of the page (see
figure 20.) The piece is essentially split up into four lines that Lande has numbered on the
left side of the page. The repeated numbers on the bottom three lines are transposed
versions of their corresponding numbers. Lines correspond to instruments: the top line
(labeled with a “D”) is the drum’s line, line 2 is for horns (“H”), line 3 is for piano and
guitar, and finally line 4 is for the bass. These labels provide a starting point for the
texture, but the designations are ultimately arbitrary as the musicians play whatever parts
they want to. Lande even dictates on the page how many times each repeat should be
taken, but the musicians are not locked into following this direction. The differing meters
and number of repeats makes it fairly clear that Lande was not intending the ideas to line
up together. Lande also notates an R on each line to the right side of the page indicating a
good potential release point, where the band might choose to line up together briefly and
start a new texture. It is also worth noting that line 2 at this point is using a 12-tone
melodic idea. Lastly, there are parts of the music that include lyrics.
The drum rhythm at the top of the page has words that go along with the rhythm:
“Echetegmotaxu call ’em up. Echetegmotaxu call ’em up. 10 years old girl will drive you
almost anywhere. Taxu!” In the recording on the album, the whole band shouts the
quarter note value lyrics while the rest of the lyrics are left to one or two people, and it
almost sounds like an afterthought. Line 3 also includes some lyrics: “They don’t go to
school. They don’t go to school. They don’t go to school. Speed up. Slow down. Speed
up. Slow down. Speed up. Slow down. Speed up. Slow down. Girls that drive taxu cabs
always are ten. Girls that drive taxu cabs always are ten. Girls that drive taxu cabs always
are ten. Pay with potato.” In the recording from the album these lyrics are not utilized.
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The last lyrics on line 4 are used as turning points in the form. “Not much, not much,
room in there. There is not much, not much room in there. There is not much, not much
room in there. There is not much, not much room in there. There is only room for one
passenger. Only room for one passenger. Only room for one passenger.”
On the album, the band members start the piece with everybody performing line
1. Using this as an introduction, the piece shifts at 23 seconds in to have people split off
and break into the chaotic Funko Moderno style. This is achieved largely through
musicians following the written suggestions the Lande gave to each part. The first release
point comes at 1 minute and 6 seconds, and is a quick breath. Flaherty on guitar switches
to the descending triplet line in the third measure of line 3 at a quick pace, while the
horns start their 12-tone idea at a slow pace. Eventually Flaherty switches to the guitar
part at the marked R and the newly created texture inspires a saxophone solo at 1 minute
and 31 seconds. This is a very short-lived and simple melodic solo before the next release
point is reached at 1 minute and 48 seconds. Some of the musicians switch to the very
last measure of line 3 as an accompaniment and an improvised trumpet duet is born. At 2
minutes and 25 seconds the bass and drums move toward a texture change and assertively
play the first two measures of line 4 to set up a new feel. This signals the rest of the group
and another release point is reached at 2 minutes and 44 seconds. This is another short
section that involves some interaction between the piano and guitar, but it only lasts until
the next release point arrives at 3 minutes and 7 seconds. This section turns into the same
descending triplet line from line 3 that Flaherty played earlier making an appearance, but
at a much slower tempo. Flaherty jumps on board with this and a bluesy guitar solo takes
over. At 3 minutes and 48 seconds, the horns decide to play the first two measures of line
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4 to signal a change coming up and the guitar and melodica quickly switch to the slow
12-tone idea. This ultimately leads to one last release point, taking the piece back to the
top of line 1, right back where it started.
“Italavian Anthem for National” (see figure 21) is arguably the most important
Funko Moderno piece in regards to storytelling. This piece is a national anthem that the
characters can get excited and proud about. It is a chance to share with the world, or
audience, who Italavians are, and what makes them great. The humor in this piece is
much more apparent than the previous examples, and it can almost be used as a tool to
loosen up the creativity of the band. In Funko Moderno anthem fashion, this piece only
has one part, and is read from top to bottom. The lyrics tell a story, and this story happens
to touch on many aspects of Italavian culture that Italavians might be proud of. “Italavia
is our home. We live there, yes we do. We wear colorful clothes and stand by our chairs.
Beautiful and tiny is our land. Laundromats with fragrant herbs and spices. Where is
Jufritz? Where is Jufritz? Where is Jufritz? Where is Jufritz? Tubers and chipe are what
we eat . . . and our flag was still there. We are healthy and strong, and our memories are
nine days long.” The bottom line features some added text that is taken from other Funko
pieces. These lyrics are treated more like some from one of the regular Funko songs,
where the musical idea is more at the forefront, and the lyrics are almost an afterthought.
In the recording on the album, one of the first things to notice is the pride with
which the band sings their national anthem. Texture changes are still important in the
anthems and Lande writes most of it in. The beginning changes from a strangely
harmonized chorale to singing in the style of bebop in mm. 9-10. The repeated bar with
“Where is Jufnitz?” creates a good opportunity to grow tension in the texture while
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allowing the musicians to be creative with character improvisation and musical
improvisation. This section ends with a blatant release point, leaving enough silence that
the quiet produces its own tension. Then the band is back in national-anthem mode with a
march type feel leading to a dramatically held out fermata and an impromptu banjo solo
played by Italavian character John Coltwang.” Funko Moderno’s humor shines through
with a nod to the “Star Spangled Banner” that also ends up being the end of the piece the
second time around. Bass and drums set up a groove based on the last line of the page
which leads to another characteristic Funko Moderno technique of playing two different
tempos at the same time. The horns play the melody on top of the bass and drums groove,
but they play it at their own, slower tempo. The repeated bar with “Where is Jufnitz?”
creates an opportunity for the band to switch back to proudly singing in order to
appropriately end the anthem on a strong, proud note.
Between the anthems and the regular Funko tunes, Lande has created more than
another band, and more than a new type of music. He has created an entire world, rich
with culture and quirks. He has created a new type of freely improvised music by flipping
normal jazz improvisation expectations upside down resulting in an exciting musical
adventure for both improviser and listener. His focus on being genuine brings a dynamic
to the band and the music that is of the utmost importance. If any piece of this music or
culture didn’t feel genuine, the whole idea would be lost on performer and audience
member alike. Lande spent many years curiously experimenting with music to hear what
will happen with any specific choice that he makes. Funko Moderno is a perfect testing
environment for this. The chaotic elements contain just enough pattern and order to open
the ears to combinations of sounds and rhythms that would not have been thought to
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work together before. Funko Moderno not only introduces these musical experiments, but
it challenges the listener to enjoy them as well.

Figure 20: Echetegmotaxu 121212123
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Figure 21: Italavian Anthem for National
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CHAPTER 4: SIMILAR MUSIC PROJECTS
Art Lande describes the music of Funko Moderno as a new way of playing music.
This is a bold claim, even from someone who has spent his entire life playing music with
some of the greatest musicians around the world. He has certainly put together an
improvisatory concept that is backward from most jazz musicians’ comfortable level. The
conceptual difference lies with the accompaniment being completely written out. Usually
with jazz improvisation, the form of the piece is set and chord progressions are roughly
agreed upon. The rhythm section accompaniment is able to improvise their parts within
those parameters, but they don’t usually have specific melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic
ideas written down for them. With free improvisation, the form and the chord
progressions may not be set either, but accompaniment parts are still not predetermined.
Lande found a way to have these predetermined parts to be used for accompaniment
without crimping the freedom of the musicians. This is unique and important when
considering Lande is a musician who has gravitated strongly toward free improvisation.
Couple this with the incredibly detailed and zany storytelling that allows for an added
layer of improvisation in the form of character development, the band Funko Moderno
really begins to stand out from the crowd.
Many of the features of Funko Moderno’s mode of music-making have been
explored by other serious musicians as well. It is important to understand both the
similarities and the differences between these groups or musicians that are all trying to
push music forward. Some musicians that share important qualities with Lande and
Funko Moderno are John Zorn, Charles Mingus, and John Cage. These are all musicians
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who were known for taking music to different extremes and were all very passionate
about their art.
John Zorn became well-known for his improvisation game pieces, but most
specifically Cobra. Cobra was modeled after a war simulation game called Cobra –
Patton’s 1944 Summer Offensive
in France.66 One unique aspect
about this piece is the idea that it
plays out like a true game. There
can even be winners and losers.
There is no written music involved
with “Cobra.” Instead, musicians
have a sheet of instructions (see
figure 22.) The performance of the
music is led by one prompter, who
essentially acts as the director of
the ensemble. The musicians can
use signals from the sheet of
instructions to ask the prompter to
change something with what the
ensemble is doing at any given
time, but the prompter has the
Figure 22: Cobra Instructions
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option of either accepting or rejecting these requests. If the prompter accepts a cue, he
will lower a large index card signaling a downbeat. These downbeats signal event
changes for the music or the game.67
The musician’s available cues are all seen on the left-hand column of the score for
Cobra. The cues are broken up into six categories: mouth, nose, eye, ear, head, and palm.
The cues are instigated by a musician holding up a number and touching the body part
associated with each category. The mouth cues will involve every musician playing; for
example, a cue might make every musician that is currently playing stop, while every
musician that was not playing would have to start. The nose cues tend to be geared
towards specific musicians in the group. With these cues, a couple of musicians can be
chosen to play together or against each other. These musicians are selected by gesturing.
The eye cues involve trading ideas between musicians, usually signaled by eye contact,
or by following the order of musicians. The ear cues have more to do with musical
texture. These cues can change the style that musicians are playing, they can change
volume, or any other textural approach. The head cues are essentially like taking a
musical snapshot of whatever is happening in a given moment. If the prompter calls one
of these cues, everyone in the group must remember what they are doing at that moment,
because the prompter can bring that back at any time in order to return to what was
happening.68
The right column includes the war strategy and guerrilla tactics. These guidelines
outline how musicians in the group might “capture” other musicians, or how they might
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wrest control away from the prompter. Musicians in the ensemble can become guerrilla
leaders by putting on a headband. If the move is accepted by the prompter, the prompter
will also don a headband and the musician can play as a solo venture, or they can recruit
their own squad to attempt to take control of the group.69
One of the biggest similarities between Zorn’s “Cobra” and Lande’s Funko
Moderno is the focus upon improvising form. While Funko Moderno has release points
that the band will create in the moment, “Cobra” has downbeats. Sections can vary in
length and style in both of these projects, but there is a major difference. In “Cobra” the
downbeats are dictated solely by the prompter. Other musicians can request a change, but
ultimately the power lies with one person. In Funko Moderno, each musician is equally
responsible for making their own choices in the spirit of truly collaborative composition.
There is also the fundamental difference in where the music comes from. Funko Moderno
does include written out music that the band plays from, albeit in whatever manner they
wish, and “Cobra” includes no written music. Both of these projects also include a level
of mixed media, with “Cobra” literally having a game element to it and Funko Moderno
creating an epic cultural history surrounding the music and including character
improvisation. While both involve art forms that are separate from music, the difference
comes in how they are used. The game element introduced in Zorn’s project creates a
very competitive musical environment, but the culture of Italavia and the improvised
acting in genuine character roles deepens the artistic experience for both the musicians
and the audience.
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Charles Mingus wrote his own
fair share of storytelling and role-based
music. One such example is “The Clown”
from the album The Clown (see figure
23.) This song includes a thorough story
to go along with the music, improvised
narrative, expressive and role based
improvisation, and character acting.70
Mingus also formed an aggressive

Figure 23: The Clown album cover

character for many of his performances
out of his political frustrations and irritations with the audience members. In “The
Clown” he would put himself and trombonist Jimmy Knepper in roles of reversed racism
on stage as a political statement.71 This aggressive character displayed by Mingus would
often berate audience members as part of the performance as well.72 Mingus had a lot of
emotion that he felt needed to come out in his music, and would also create stories to go
along with his pieces as a way to deepen and enrich the meaning of the music.
Pithecanthropus is noted as having a lot of narrative content, thought to justify Mingus’s
use of atonality.73
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One of the most important similarities between Mingus’s and Lande’s approaches
lies in the full-fledged commitment to their self and group concept that each musician is
striving for when they make music. Although they are both extremely genuine in their
performances, it is important to note the differences between their intentions. Mingus had
a lot of frustrations with racial issues that he felt very strongly about. He needed the
audience members to see things, hear things, and understand things the way that he did,
while Lande is mostly unconcerned with how the audience perceives his music. He is
solely focused on a sense of being genuine to himself, the musicians he is performing
with, and the audience. Both Lande and Mingus agree that music should be performed in
places where people are there to listen to the music, but while Mingus needs to control
the audience perception, Lande invites people to have their own experience at his
performances.74
On the surface, Mingus’s use of storytelling and character acting sound very like
Funko Moderno. While the mixed media portion is there, and the art of the music is
enriched with the art of the storytelling in both groups, the story has room for
improvisation in Funko Moderno. The character acting in Funko Moderno is true
improvisation and the musicians on stage have free reign to take the story wherever they
wish. Mingus’s performances like “The Clown” have a specific agenda and will therefore
follow the same story each time it is performed.
John Cage is a name that comes up fairly commonly whenever talking about
experimental music. Whether it is his piece 4’33” that finds music in the ambient noise of
an audience expecting to hear a performance, or his Radio Music stretching the barriers
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of what the difference is between noise and music, Cage is a true experimenter when it
comes to music. He is known for pushing the boundaries of music in many different
directions. When comparing him to Art Lande and Funko Moderno, it is amusing to
realize that Cage was not a fan of jazz music. One of his few experiences with using jazz
was in a performance of his piece “Imaginary Landscape No. 5.” This is a piece that
derives recordings from 42 separate records and assembles a sampling from each one on
a magnetic tape. The results will be vastly different at each performance due to the fact
that Cage did not put any restrictions on the type of records that should be used, and in
one performance he used 42 jazz records.75
One thing that Cage and Lande have in common is the idea of stepping back and
letting the music happen. They are both individuals that have a strong desire to satisfy
their curiosity about any musical question that might come up. They are also very
comfortable with a piece sounding different in each performance, to see what will happen
each time. The main difference between their attitudes with this particular concept is that
most of musical experiments tend to have him trying to distance himself from having too
much influence on the music while Lande revels in being a part of it all. Cage’s musical
experiments tend to focus on removing human influence, while Funko Moderno burns
with lively passion that relies heavily on human influence.
There are many experimental and professional musicians that share some qualities
with either Lande or Funko Moderno. However, what makes Funko Moderno an
intriguing musical experience is more than any one specific attribute. While the idea of
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writing out accompaniment parts that the band can then play however they would like is
unusual, what makes Funko Moderno truly unique is the combination of this form of
improvisation and the creation of a new culture to go with it. Commitment to the music,
story, and an extreme sense of self-awareness is what makes the group work.
Everybody’s investment in creating an interdisciplinary work of art is what pushes the
music to the next level. Lande has created a group that continues to sound new and fresh
constantly by adding an odd level of structure to a free improvisation concept. Listening
to recordings, it almost seems like the musicians are able to explore the music more fully
by having a very small amount of structure. Zorn, Mingus, and Cage all had some of the
positive and exciting traits that Lande and Funko Moderno possess, but the differences
far outweigh the similarities.
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CONCLUSION

Art Lande has spent decades experimenting with music and life. His curiosity and
drive have led to the culmination of many wonderful musical projects that transcend
beyond just music and focus on trying to reach a deeper sense of truth. To Lande, the
music is secondary; it is merely a language used to express life. Lande’s affinity for free
improvisation has led him to believe that the music exists without the musician. This is
reminiscent of a popular anecdote of well-known artist Michelangelo claiming that all
that was needed in creating the sculpture of David was to remove all the bits of marble
that didn’t look like him. While it is unlikely that Michelangelo actually voiced this idea,
it remains a romantic idea of art existing within everything.
Although Lande looks at himself as almost a middle man between music that
exists and a listener, he recognizes the influence a musician can have on what a listener
hears. He spoke of how when he was younger, it was very important for him to write
down the music that he was hearing, and he would put effort into performing it in a way
that would allow others to hear it the same way he did. As he has aged and matured, he
has come to realize that everyone will experience the music in their own way. It is not as
important for him to forcefully grab on to every piece of the music that he hears, but
instead he can focus on being genuine.
Lande’s genuineness as both a person and a musician has resulted in a large
quantity of incredible music. His natural ease with teaching and learning has led to a
number of sensitive and talented improvisatory bands. With Funko Moderno, he has
harnessed a group of musicians that fearlessly explores new ways to play music and
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improvise form, all while fully investing themselves into character improvisation and
storytelling. This becomes an exciting, complex, multifaceted body of art to experience.
Lande’s past experiences as musician, inspired pedagogue, band leader, and storyteller all
add together to make the music of Funko Moderno an incredible force. Throughout his
life, he has constantly striven to be true to himself, and if any musician can claim to be
genuine and unique, it is Art Lande.
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